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Marymount College - Class o_f 1967

Some Candid
Reflections

ANN LORRAINE ABBA TE
Orange, Connecticut
Liberal Arts Transfer •••
Albertus Magnus ••• President of
Choir and Chorus ••• SEAM •••
Social Committee ••• Hunt Club
••• Cast (7 months) ••• "I
just don't believe that!" •••
Orange Slippers ••• Terry
cloth head bands ••• Mile-wide
SMILE ••• Witty?? ••• Nervous
about razors ••• "How about
YALE???" ••• Toothpaste •••
The good listener ••• The
Arml •••

CAROL ANN ALBER
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
'PICTURE, NOT AVAILABLE),

"Lorac ,..•••My Gi r.
1 • •The old
Ab~y. • ••A friend in need is a friend
indeed"_' • .''But I don't know any
lizzards". • .' 'Come to my home for
an open house" ••• August 12th. ••

VIRGINIA RITCHIE ALEXANDER
Washington, D.C.

YOLANDA NOEMI AMADO RAMIREZ.
Panama City, Panama

"Ginny" ••• Quiet••• Mysterious•••
Subtle. • .Secretarial Science. • •
penetrating glance •••work as secretary and travel ••• Hi winks•••"going
to breakfast?" • •• Social Committee
•••Skin Divi ng••• Tape and Talk
•••"No, I didn't pass my driver's
test!" Smile•••Slim. • .-.friendly •••

"Inky" •••mediana. • •
• ••black
straight hair. • .chinese features. • •
Republic of Panama. ••not too fat •••
Liberal Arts••• and not too skinny •••
Art and languages in France •• .''Me
caso en nadal" •••Swimming...
.
Bowlinµ; •••Dancing••• "Collapse!II"

:PICTURE NOT AVAILABLE)

FANIA GABRIELA ARIAS BOYD
Panama

MARIA SILVIA AMADOR
Caracas, Venezuela

"Panchita" ••• short••• and chubby
• •• always in a hurry ••• Republic of
Panama••• "I have to call Bolyw·•·
••• Liberal Arts ••• Language study
in Europe •• "J,a Jal" • •Bowling and
Water skiing•• ~'Thcoperator didn't
charge me" • •"Let's go to sleep" •••

"Maya..... Psychology major •••
•••Sacred Arts •• ,Hunt Club•••
House Committee••• Leadership
Committee••• Phi Theta Kappa. ••
Liturgy Planning Committee•••
"OH, NOlll"••• Half-PintWith a lot of
generqsity •••Shifts•••our LITTLE
House Mother•••

~ .ATHLEEN TERESA BELL
York, Pennsylvania

PA TRICIA ANN BASCETTA
Akron, Ohio
••Patty'• ••• Liberal Arts transfer
• ••domestic•••"Dunc" •••Student
Council. • •Vice President of SEAM
• • • "Sure, I can keep a secrethee-hee" •••Sophomore Class
officer •••"Tomorrow I'm going on a
strict diet" •••Student Personnel•••
on to F.A.U.

"Kathy Ding-Dong" ••• Friendly. • •
"It makes me so mad" ••• SEAMM.
•••"That's the way it ~oes•· •••
c.c.D •••• "Gee Whiz' •••Elementary
education. • .Neat. • .choir. • •
"Smile1 things couldn't possibly be any
worse' •••Studying French •••
Athletic Association ••• Pretzels•••
s.o.s•... Tennis. • .·Music•••

MARlSELLA BLANDON
Nicaraqua

CLAUDIA IRENE BOWES
Miami, Florida

Pure love. • .outer limits. • .little
sister•• .' 'I just have to" ••• short
hair. • •Vogue-dresser••• generosity
•••petite•••

Claudia. • .Jack's girl •• .fun•••
Liberal Arts. • .Stewardess then
Marriage! ••• Bridge sharp ••• Choir
•• .''You're right!" •••Athletics
Clubs ••• sun glasses ••• Planning
Committee. • .''What's the latest on
chicken man?" Miami week-ends!.••

CAROL ANN BROWN
Spring Lake, New Jersey

LORRAINE ANN BRITT
Long Island, New ~
15.
"Lorri" ••• Tennis •••Shorty•••
"no need" ••• President of s.o.s. • ••
lively ••• squirt •••"Tell me about
it" •••helpful ••• sweet•••"Hey
Hollingsworth" •••

,o ( .

''Mrs. Brown" ••• Business Major •••
plans to work in Washington•••
Tennis team ••• Christian Attitudes
Midget •••Willomina••• Brat•••
BUDWIESER••• Her curler •••"Tweety"
•• .''Pump" •••Georgetown•••
Lollypop Tool• • •"Sure would like
another•• .''

JOANNE CAROL BUCKLAD
Trenton, New Jersey

BARBARA ANN BURNS
west Orange, New Jersey

"Jo" ••• Airline hostess •••"What's
the latest from Maine?" choir•••
"Well, if you really want to know,.
lead foot on the ~as pedal •••
• • • 'What did Bill say
about Marshall lately?" ••• Let's
remember that diet. • •

"Barb" •••Choir•••green or blue
shift. • ."I don't have my glasses"
••• s.o.s. • •• "I want a stick, but,1
know I'll get an automatic Falcon
• • •tan bus driver ••• c.c.o ••••
iced tea. • • SEAM

MARY ELEANOR CALISTA
Niagara Falls, New York

ELIZABETH CLARKE
Alexandria, Virginia

"Boofer" •• .Drama Club •••
"Do youinind?'~ •• Alfy ••• Athletic
Assoc. • ••saint Leo's•••New
York•••cute•••

"Bitsy" •••Water-skiin~ ••• Irish. ••
"Things could get tense ••••full
of life•••"one, two, three -- whose
number four?" ••• California ni~hts •••
''What will the weekend bring? ' •••
mature men •••

KATHRYN JAMIE CORRADO
Newark, New Jersey

MARY MARTHA CODEY
Pittsfield,· Massachusetts
•• Business major•••plans to
work as a secretary•••sentimental
Chicago•••QUIVERING CHIN•••
•••
Vermont
•••" Re all y I" ••• P ug
.,
nose •••curl free •••"Steve called I II

"Kathy" ••• Blonde hair today •••
''What a zooo" •••petite••• sweet
and understanding ••• "I don't believe
i t ., •••gor~eous brown eyes. • •" D
on' t
worry, we 11 work something out"
••• Fun and games ••• the voice? •••

PATRICIA EILEEN COISER
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

BARBARA COSGROVE
Watertown, New York

"Pat". • .Freckles. • •
. •You're
kidding•••"I haven"t practiced" •••
Home for the week-end I••• University
of Florida••• MUSIC! Chorus •••
"I don't. believe this" •• .Dean's
List•• "I have so much to do" •• •
«• 'Claire de Lune"·•• • .''Reverie" •••

"Grove" ••• Liberal Arts transfer
• •• Plans to continue education •••
Student Hostess Committee•••
Athl~tic club••• Long hair••• TR4 •••
"I don't think I will go to Francaisl"
••• Michael?.• ."My little GTO."
• • .' 'tt:,re I come Phillie" ••"

KATHLEEN MAURICE COUGHLIN
Jersey City, New Jersey

JANE ELIZABETH CRAMPTON
Nharam, Saudi Arabia

"FLOWERS"• • .THE Helper.
Santa Fe College "Kid, no
need" •••"History tonight"
• ••"How do you spell ••• ?"
• • •"There're just a few announcements girls •• .''

••• The book•• .' 'Leave me
alone" ••• AthleticAssoc... . Frosty•••
"Yeah, I'm from Arabia" •••
Bowling•• .''Tell me myeyelashisn't
coming off" ••• Liberal Arts•••
loves to do the shifting for boys •••
"Yeah, yeah Melvin" •••

..

ELIZABETH LETITIA CREAN
Aubudon, New Jersey

ALESIA ANN CRUCHLEY
Middletown, Delaware

"Uz • .Ory-Lizy. • .Eli" •••
Athletic Assoc••• .Notre Dame enthusiast•••"Now stop that" • ••
Homecoming and hot dogs •••Social
Service•••locked doors•••' 'E-Ah-Kee"
• • •batterr. operated teeth. ••Water
Ballet••• 'If you don't stop I'm
going to cry" •••General Business •••
phonogenic mind •••"I can't find
my heating pad" •••"Standing on my
head is good for me". • •

"A loaf of bread, a jug of wine, and
thou" ••• Liberal Arts••• soft-white
blonde hair•••social Committee•••
New York Times papered walls •••
''Uhhuh" •••Drama Club •••
Artistic•••world traveler••• Female
• • .Groovy ••• Intellectual •••Mod
• •• Tim Leary ••• Awake.. SEAM
••• sensitive•••Newspaper •••
"The silence envelopinp; me sounds
very much like love"

GR.ACE LEE DANIEL
Arlington, Virginia
Lioeral Arts Major. • .President
of Sophomore Class •••
Tennis ••• Travel! •••
Journies to Bimini. • .Phi Theta
Kappa•••"By all means" •••
"Si I Si I", • ."IT'S incredible!"
••• "Who will be my next
victim?" •• .''He is so cute" •••
"Oh je vais p/eurer" •••
speeding Lady Godiva and her
Cavaliers•••

DIANE JOAN DIETTE
Orange, Conn.

RIANE LEE d' AULAN
Boca Raton, Florida
Business Major•••"Navy Blue" •••
Model ••• Riding••• Airline
Stewardess •••Theta Beta
Kappa Honor Socie~ •••Social
Committee•• .Dean s List•••
"I have to study all night".
Heidi's.

ANGELA MARIE DIGNAZO
Camden, New York

••• Alice in Wonderland •••
Boo-Hoo-Hoo~ •• Liberal Arts,
Elementary Education. • ."Ohhhl 11?
College,". • •
.
••• Long,
flowing hair••• social Committee•••
"Guess I'll go to the mixer'' •••
Choir•• .' 'I can't sing!" •••
Christian Attitudes Committee. • •
Bridge Club • .• '~Nobody wants to play"
• • .Athletic Association. • •"There's
a hole in my racket" ••• Ambitious
• • •a warm smile •••

"Mother" ••• House Committee•••
"Who? What? When? Where?" •••"Oh,
all right" ••• Leadership Committee
••• motherly •• .''Just call me Santa
Claus" ••• Athletic Assoc•••twinkle
toes•••"Keep it down" •••guitar
player for 3rd floor in the wee hours
of the morning•••"You're going to
get it" ••• mumbles •• .''Make my
bed, Monty'' •••

MARY ANN DINGER
Satlan Island, New York
"Mary Ann" •••warm friendly and
comforting as a fire on a frosty
night •• ,Liberal Arts Major•• .' 'Young
ladies shouldn't talk like that" •••
House Mother•••"He's darling" •••
F.A.U ••••sick M.G •••••"nowyou
really didn't mean that.'' •••Athletic
Club•• .''for shame" •••Ground
Hostess •• .''when I was 15"
••• Riding•• .''It's just like you read
about" •• .' 'J .P :• • •• Tennis
• • •"Didn't you take history in high
school?" •••dark, glowing, tan with
open sincere brown eyes. • •·

JOAN DONNELLY
Plantsirelo, Connecticut
"Joanie". • •Tennis •••M.H.
visitor•• .''I doubt it" •••Secretarial
student•••Shares Mary Ellen's teacup••• Moderri Dance•••Athletic
Club••• motor mouth•••

MARGO JOAN DONNELLY
Monmouth Beach, New Jersey

SUZETTE JEANNETTE DOYON
Boca Raton, Florida

"Marg" ••• Bouncy•••"Where did I
leave the car?" ••• A million facial
expressions•••"I've !\ot to ~et
some more 'Curl Free , but I m broke I"
••• Tennis••• Bubbly••• Swimming•••
Airline Stewardess•••

Suzi ••• President of Modern
Dance Club•••Charlie •••
Bio-Chemistry Major •••
fluent in French and Spanish
• •• Phi Theta Kappa Honor
Society•••Sacred Arts President•••interested in Medical
Technology. • .Outstanding student
and person, could we say more

JOYCE ANNE FITZGIBBONS
Wakefield, Mass.
Business Major•••golf•••
Student Personnel •••Lauderdale for Easter •••
swimming. • .Boston College. • •
a visit to Ohio••• Plans to work
for the Hotel Corporation
of America. •• House
Committee

KATHLEEN PATRICIA FOLEY
Miami, Florida
''Kathy" ••• Tennis team•••
freckles •••" Anyone for Bridge?"
•••white flats •• .Drama Club •••
Nassau•• .' 'Yeah, close!" •••
tran's easily••• Athletic Assc;ic••••
"Wanna play?" ••• Chicago•• ~•ya'll'~.

PATRICIA ANNE FRITZE
Farmington. Conn.
"Fritze " ••• feathers •••
never lost for words •••
energy plus ••• neat roomlll
• • • blue eyes-or green?
long shirts ••• gullible •••
Did you see my pictures? •••
HOME-the heart of great
parties. with the gang •••
Zoology anyone • ~ • McMullens
and Pappagallos •••

LINDA GEANT
Bangkok, Thailand
Campus store•••Switchboard
operator••• Runs Trinity beauty
parlor ••• London ••• Liberal
Arts major •• .''Stop saying
kid!"

MARY THERESA GIESEN
Manhasset, New York
"Terry••• Monty •••Lotta" •••
Treasurer of Athletic Assoc••• shapely
legs•• ~ ! 'I'll declare today a holiday"
••• Basketball •••cleaning lady•••
"Bet, Sue" ••• Academic Cilmate Committee•••typing whiz•••Wedding ring
rot•••water Ballet •••sun Goddess
•••"I'll iron myself" ••• English
Leather •••"Take-a-bag" ••• a part
time boarder in Jane's room •••"I
lost Bernie's ring again" ••• Bad
bahullas •••

JOYCE EILEEN GRANT
Winter Park, Florida
"Squirt" •• .Drama Club~ •• shorty
• • •wow•••bouncy •••Nurse Nancy
• • •Leadership Committee••• Light
sleeper••• Alfred Hitchcock • .••
Late Late Hours •• .''Bless his
little· heart" ••• , ••Red Hair•••

MARY LOUISE GORMAN
Oak Park, Illinois
Liberal Arts major•••
s.o.s ••• Liturgical Planning
Committee Golf • • .Swimming. • •
Choir••• Elementary teacher
"I am so mad" •••chewing
gum ••• White legs •••"Do
you believe it?" •••Memories
of Milwaukee •••

LINDA ANNE GRAZIADEI
Utica, New York
"Lin" ••• Best! Lin••• Tatel •••
Liberal Arts ••• Pulse! •••
Field of Retailing ••• Chorus
• •• Photography club ••• Jovial.
Lover of the fun in life! •••
You're ·not a good person •••

ROBYN GRONNEMANN
·Bayville, New York

CLAIRE RIDLEY HAILEY
Marietta, Georgia

"Oh I'm in love" •••
"see you in 10" ••• unpredictable. • • Vive la Mexico •••
cross countries drives in the
vw •••the Ginza• • •Nipper• • •
tuna-fish salad sandwiches •••
singer. • .chemistry classes• • •

•'Ridley" ••• Liberal Ans Transfer
• • .Riding with Sister de -la Croix
••• Witty Georgia girl •• .''count on
it." •••Will work••• someday•••

JOYCE ELLEN HEFFERNAN
New York, New York

JUDITH RING HARRINGTON
Longmeadow, Massachusetts
"Jill" ••• Liberal Ans Terminal •••
Plans to be a stewardess for Pan
Am. • .s.o~s•••• Public Relations
Committee•••"Ubangi.'' •••"East
Yoyo." •••Sandman's SOUL sister•••
Mouth••• Lily white Body •••semistraight RED hair ••• Phenominal
••• Humongous~ • ;'Wambat.....

Joyce ••• Phi Theta KapP,a• • .freckles
•• :• Are you kidding? ••• .''Hefferfluffernutter" ••• Liberal Ans
Transfer ••• Choi:r;••• Two desserts
•• .''Cool it" Public Relations Club
• • .pregnant cat••• College•••
Chorus •• .DEDICATED LAB
ASSIST ANT •••first in line... "white
tassel" •• .''Am I tan yet?" •• .''I
refuse to go to the next mixer, and I
mean it this time!" •••madras dress
•• .'' People are like that yea they
are" ••• President of Miss Le Grande
fan Club••• $6.00forduplicatingl 11 ...

JOANN HOEHLER
Perthy Amboy, New Jersey
Wants to major in Zoology•••Wooden
leg•• .' 'I'm sick" ••• Hails from
Jersey. • •' 'How sad'' •••trip to Lourel
--New Orleans •• .''Get me out of
here". • .''Where's Donna". • •

MARGARET HOULIHAN
Bangor, Maine
M.H. • .Liberal Ans Major. • •
"Cute as a button" •••
continue at the University
of Maine•••Athletic Association•••"Eat your bean out"
• • .''Yea, count on it" •••
"Seriously, what do you think
of the younger generation? ... • •
"My younger sister•• .''
•• .''What can I do for ya?"
"Queen" •••"tool"

ADELE CAROL HOLLINGSWORTH
Garden City, NewYork
·
"Carol" •• .S. o.s. • ••boisterous •••
choir•• .' 'techniqueli' •• .' 'a"
volunteer•• .'' H-E-two sticks" •••
blue bus driver•• .''no need" •••
SEAM .••••organizer•••c.c.D ....

KATHLEEN JANAS
Brooklyn, New York

Kathy ••• Liberal Ans Terminal •• •
plans to work Student Hostess
Committee••• Athletic Club •••
Christian Attitude Club••• Quiet•••
Demure •••Sun glasses ••• The
Dandy of Bisca1,ne•••"Have to comb
my hairl" •• .' Gloria is playing.''
•••"Hi Mr. Hussey!"

JEAN ANN JOHNSTON
Sinclair, Maine
Modern Dance •••marriage in the
fall. • ."I want a phone call from
Mike". • .Swimming•••cheerful •••
homemaker, ••"I didn't even use a
pattern" •••"Mary,you can't go to _
bed until you know your chemistry"
••• greatest all night teacher•••
The Little Swimmer•••

CAROL JORDAN
Akron, Ohio
•• .''Aro you kiddina?'! ••diets •••
The Nassau trip •••
Studying?••• Bright brown eyes •• ,
Liberal Ans,, ••shon hair

BARBARA JOSEPHINE KANE
Lake Forest, Illinois

KATHLEEN ANN KELLY
East Providence, Rhode Island

Barb. • .Riding. • .swimming. • •
Drama••• Athletic Association
• • .Mellow yellow mustang. • •
"Mrs. Merritt, I'm gunna
shoot that horse".

Pearls of Wisdom ••• Go
Navy ••• "Twenty years from
now you won't know the difference"
••• "Let's Rally!" •••
"Shopping" ••• Dress Sale!
• •• under the influence •••
night crawlers •••

LINDA JEAN KLISE
Wooster, Ohio

MAUREEN PATRICIA KIRBY
Longmeadow, Mass.
"Mossie" •••
•••social committee•••Chorus •••
"Love those Italians'" •••tiny
and sweet •••Academic Climate
Committee•••Student _Personnel •••
SEAM '., ••• University of Dublin,
Ireland -- Teaching
mentally retarded•••Social Service
Club ••• A member of the Miss Le
Grande fan club.

a small town girl with big
town ideas ••• "I don't
believe itl" ••• a faithful Body
Beautiful go-er ••• Grand
Hotel this summer maybe?
••• ''Isn't she cute? She's
a little pixie!" ••• A
''peanuts" lover from way
back ••• Johnny Mathias
is Just too much! •••
Always looking for size 4 1/2
shoes which are so hard
to find ••• "Ca_sino anyone?"

MARIA CONSTANZA LEIVA
Bogota, Colombia

MAUREEN LEWIS
West Englewood, New Jersey

•'Connie" •••Columbia jumpin~
bean• • • "No kidding around •• • •
power breaks ••• Water Skiing Club
• • •vivacious •••kept late hours•••
needs no megaphone••• Billy Boy•••

Maureen••• Tennis •••business-like
•••"What more can happen to me?"
• ••in-love_••• Bowling. • • "I can't
stand this aggrevation" • •••

LORETO ROGERS LOUIS
Omaha, Nebraska

MARY LYNN LINGENFEIDER
Shorthills, New Jersey
"Pollywage••• Mair" •••Golf•••cute
"Are you ready?" ••• : rainy day
dress•• :•You'll never guess" •••
charley-horse•••• 'Would you believe"
•••loofers •••"I hate boys"
•••great Chemistrv studeqt••• "OH,
NO,. ••. Temple University •••

Ret ••• Liberal Arts
Major•••Sharemate•••Athletic
Association•••"Bla, bla,bla"
• ••meticulous in every way•••
"That's friendship for yal"
•••characteristic style in
modern dance••• Boston
University••• Teacher someday
"so and so"

CHRISTINE LYSCZEK
Reading, Penn.
MARY ANN LUDDY
Whitman, Mass.
Nursing ••• flowing black
hair ••• beautiful smile •••
sparkling eyes ••• "Listen
you guys."' ••• "man, that's
psychedelic" ••• "wait a
minute, wait a minute"

Chris ••• weekends at the
beach ••• "let's go eat" •••
"h
o , ~op " ••• cardfree
••• • let s get lost on a country
road" ••• wild hair •••
alwar,s smilin~ ••• diet pills
• • • 'I think I m going to
blow my mind" ••• the locker
room ••• the Ethics classes
· that were never made •••
extra reoorts on E.E. Cummings • ~ •

NAT ALIE ST AN LEY MAHER
Dayton, Ohio

SUZANNE MARIE MAJEWSKI
Oak ·Park, Illinois

"Talie" • •• The girl with
50 pairs of shoes to match her
50 outfits ••• diamond ringengagement ••• closet
packed ••• Bo is on the phone
again ••• Wedding sometime
or other ••• Crazelll
What a Loon! The wedding
may be the 12th of never
••• When's "happy hour?".

; 'Suey'
~ · •• Basketball•••mail everyday
·· r,
.
. ..
.
··•• .' Hey, Ter ••• .No. 1 star in
Law•••Studeni Leader. ••• time-and-a.:.
half in the library ••• Under the cuff
·
• • .scoop Queen. • .intent listener
with eyes closed •• .''You bug me.''
••• Athletic Assoc••• .''I'll make
the stage yeti" •••"The TV stays
here and I'm studying.'' •••"Now -when have I been obnoxious? •••
Schilo•••

GEMMA MAZZOCCHI
Cliffside Park, New Jersey

J'LENE BARBARA MAYO
Jalisco, Mexico
Philosophy. • .Creative Marymount
photographer•••on to the
Rochester' Instltute of Technology •••cast ladden bicycle
rider••• Tennis •••Riding •••
"Son of a gunl"

"Jeanne" •••s.o.s •••• always happy
•• : 'Sock it to ya, baby" •••
friendly •• .Orama Cltlb•••cares for
others. •
• ••"The
telephone 1b ringing in your room.
Jean I" •••Student Leader •••
•• .''Give me a break" •••
"For my next number" •••

KATHLEEN McARDLE
Fort Wayne, Indiana

MAUREEN McCOY
Milford, Connecticut

Kathy ••• rock ••• "I'm
starved" ••• voiue model
• • • typing •• • ' I finished my
accounting" • • • corner
of Bourbon and Canal St••••
sandals and slacks ••• Easter
1n Fon Lauderdale •••

"Moe" •••secretarial major •••
Plans to work for the g0vernment
overseas ••• Paper••• Christian
Attitudes •••Mini everything ••• Food
••• Rock of Ages•• .Drags her
feet •••Nervous gigllle•••"Is the
mail in yet?" •• :•if'm hungry I" •••

CAROLYN ANN McGRATH
East Williston, New York

MICHELE MELSOPP
Deerfield Beach, Florida

Business Major••• Fast Walker
• • • Waiting for "that" letter•••
Alumni Hall. • •"I had to laugh"
•••"I almost died" •••
Notre Dame •••

Mikki • •• Elementary education
teacher •••"Really?" •••
Self Help Project "Yeah New
York" •••vacations in Tennessee•••
"Give all to love" •••

KATHRYN MARY MULROY
Boca Raton, Florida
Dean"s U_st••• •Marymount' s best cook•• · .official
baby sitter for Ann Lynne Hussey
••• Resident of outer
Mongolia••• Taxidermist of
armadillos. • .native of Antanica. ••
butterscotch candy in constant
demand ••• President of Phi
Theta Kappa. • .Proofreader• • •
"Sleep?" •• •IManha and> Sal
•. •
Baby. • • Poetry•• .''Gotta
gun?" ••• Library of books and
records in room••• President's
Honor Society. • ."Hit I am not
high" ••• Peopl_el 11 •••

ALICE SUSAN MURPHY
San Francisco, California
Sue•• .''Wait a minute" •••
"have to write in my diary. • •
hey what do we have for homework?
•• .''I love my parakeet-darn
that bird I" He's o.k.'' • • •
"Give the grass a chance". • •
room door left open•••
alarm clock going off•••

Dedication to Sister de la Croix
We. the members of the sophomore class of 1967. would
like to dedicate Marymount•s annual graduation paper to a
very outstanding woman••• a woman whose extraordinary
SPIRIT has reflected itself in each one of us ••• a SPIRIT of
beauty ... and of truth••• and of love; ••• an idealistic SPIRIT
ever reaching for that yonder star. Bui even as that hand
is outstretched toward the idealistic goal. somehow her
two feet remain on "terra firma:•
As President of Marymount College. she has willingly
answered the challenge to quality Catholic education. fostering learning through an atmosphere of freedom. This
free SPIRIT encourages us to express our thoughts and
opinions. thus preparing aniculate. decisive. and educated
women for the world.
Characterizing this versatile woman are a kaleidoscope of moods. expressions. and abilities. Each facet
of her personality combine to create a unique and dynamic SPIRIT. It is this SPIRIT which will continue to
flicker within us. influencing us. long after graduation.
Thus. with great admiration. deep respect, and joyous
SPIRIT, we the sophomore class would would to dedicate
this graduation paper to a very SPIRITED woman. our
mother, Mother de la Croix.

Awards Dinner

May 9, 1967
The student body and faculty gathered Tuesday, May
9, 1967 in the Marymount
dining room for the annual
awards banquet. At the
completion of a delitable
meal the presentation of
honors and awards took
place.
Mr. Jack Hussey gave a
memorable
introduction
filled with his enthusiasm
for life. Following Mr.
Hussey's introduction the
new members were inducted into the Phi Theta Kappa Honor Society. Among
these were sophomores Riane ct• Aulan, Maria Levia.

Virginia Weinstein. Patri-

cia Cosier. Christine Staffer and Diane Diette. Freshmen members are Laura
'Briganti. Carolyn Walker.
Dede Curran. Adele Hagedorn. Beth Ivey. Victoria
King. Patricia LeStrange
and Maureen Noonan.
Sophomores placed on
the dean• s list are Maria
Amador. Patricia cosier.
Grace Lee Daniel. Riane
d' Aulan,
Suzette Doyon,
Joyce Heffernan, Maria
Levia, J'lene Mayo, Kathryn Mulroy, Angela Peynadp, Christine Stauffer,
Susan Swartzbaugh, and
Virginia Weinstein. Freshman placed on the dean's
list are Laura Bruganti,
Carolyn Casey, Dede Curran, Kathleen Dumont,
Adele Hagedorn, Elizabeth
Ivey, Victoria King, Patricia Le Strang, Maureen
Noonan and Carolyn Walker. Academic awards for
excellence were presented
to Kathryn Mulroy in English, Kathleen Sansane in
business; Angela Peynado.
philosophy, and Maria Fernandez. art history.

The following activities
awards were given to Kathleen Coughlin and Mary
Else Murray for service to
the college, Lorraine Britt.
Kathleen Sansone, Virginia
Shinn. Michele Stevens and
Suzette Doyon for club
leadership. Agnela Signazio. Mary. Ann Dinger. Michele Stevens, and Susan
Swartzbaugh were given
awards for being the most
influential house committee members. Carol Hollingsworth for the Christ...
mas Migrant Party, Kathryn Mulroy for Career
Day, Jean O'Connor for
the fashion show, Ann Abbate and Carolyn Casey for
heading the Hostess Committee, Dede Curran, Jean
o•connor and Rosa Rivas
for Parents
Weekend
Chairmen· and Ann Abbate.
Debbrah Cooke, Kathleen
Coughlin, Alusia Crunchley, Ann Darrah, Kathy DiTolla, Suzy Doran. Barbara Farley, Adele Hagedorn, Nancy Inserra, Laura Kearney, J'Lene Mayo,
Jean O'Connor, Rosanna
Ofem. Rosa Rivas. Sherry
Sabatino, Virginia Shinn,
Michele Stevens -were
awarded for gladly rendering their services to the
college
throughout the
year.

FreshmanSophmore
Class Dinner
Pal's Captains Table was
the setting for the class of
1968 tribute dinner for the
graduating sophomore
class of 1967.marymount's
campus cleared at 7:30
Monday, May 1. 1967 as
sophomores and freshmen
piled into cars and proceeded to the first event
in honor of the graduates.
At the close of a savory
meal the entertainment was
presented by Adele Hagedorn reading the Sophomore Prophesy and Jean
Mazzocchi read i n g the
Sophomore's Last Will and
Testament. Gleeful cries
of surprise and recognition
then applause filled the
room as sophomores and
freshmen recalled events
and friends of the past year.
Each sophomore received
an engraved charm from
the freshmen class. · The
Freshmen-Sophomore Dinner proved an enjoyable
night for both classes as a
result of the thoughtful
planning of the Freshmen
Class officers Adele Hagedorn. Dede Curran and
Debbie Horan.

Picture Highlights of
The Year at Marymount

DEBORAH JANE WHITE
Houston, Texas

JOANNE WILBERT
Dallas, Texas

"Debbie" ••• Locker Room •••"It
reeks'• ••• SEAM • • •• coke and
r,op corn after a date••• Texan •••
'I just don't know though" •••"He
was just darling" ••• shopping sprees
eye~make. up ••• "What's going on?" •••

Jodie ••• Chicken legs •••
Sebring week-ends •••-frogie
• • • always Herbie ••• eternal
diet ••• baby doll look •••
King Ranch ••• big eyes •••
lithe and lovely ••• burnt
orange convertible •••

MAOONNA LENORE WOLFE
Jersey City, New Jersey

DELIA L..ARAK
Republic of Panama, Panama

•'Donna" ••• Irish wit••• model
type ••• Tennis•••Ion~ brown hair•••
House Committee••• 'Give me a
break". • .understanding••• Modern
Dance•• .''That's really sad" •••
green eyes •• .''Oh, it's fun and
games" •• 0 6 a.m. breakfast at
Johnson•• .''Oh no" •• .''I want to go
home''• . ••

President of the Athletic
Association••• Panamanian •••
Fireball••• Tennis ••• Bowling
• • .''You know" ••• "Pli-i-s" •••
"Ataque" •• .Desires to see
the world •• .''Ooooht" •• .''Les
Marins I". • • Lets take off!". • •

JANE FRANCES BEATTIE
Greenwich, Connecticut

NANCY BERNADETTE CAMERON
Middletown, New Jersey

JEANNE ALEXANDERA FOGARTY
Hartsdale. New York

"Janie". • .Drama Club•••studious
•••place in the sun •••"You're a
scream" •• "Nassau or Bust" .Social
Committee •• .friendly•• .'' Are
you kidding'' •••Newspaper ••• The
Camp ••• Jamaica•••Holy Cross
Men •••Greenwich Men •••the
European flavor• • •the writer•••

"Poorness" ••• The White House
party. • .Goll. • .guidance counselor
••• Breakthrough•••"Let me getout
of here" ••• Social committee•••
"You'll never guess" • • •Diet •••
NBC ••• Ruffles•••Nassau-319
•• .''Cool your Roll" ••• Hysterical
••• canopy Bed

"F o,e". • .Bowling. • .legs. • .' 'I
didn t do it". • .tan•••Goll•••pen
tops. • .' 'What am I going to wear?"
•••trouble •••"Classes, are you
crazy, I've got to catch the rays" •••

ALLIANN HARRIS
Delray Beach, Florida
"Ooper" ••• Tennis••• shy blue
eyes•• .''Schmoop" , •••House Committee•••cigarette holder•••Water
Ballet ••• Hostess ••• Ralph. ••
Lovely Long Hair••• Bright Blue
Eyes•••

JUDilH ANN JUDGE
Cambria Heights, New York
"Judy" •••Choir•••"Get me a Daily
News, if you're goin' in" •••
s.o.s•.•."Mucho stupido" •••
C.C.D •••• Afuture lawyer•••"You're
kidding me." •••

LYNN LARGE
Cuiahoza Falls, Ohio

DOLORES McCORMICK
Miami, Florida

''Lynnle" •••~ SEAM I•••• short hair
•••"I gotta wash my hair" •••
Drama Club••• French fries •• .''I
didn't study my zoor, • .Dippity-Doo•••

''Laurie" •• .Drama Club •••long
hair•••"Think about it" •••long
nails ••• Paper••• Treasurer's office
•••Switchboard.

JO ANN O'BRIEN
Rochester, New York
Diamond Ring•••"I lost weight,
honest" •••sincere•• .''I'm going out"
•••quiet••• swimming•••weekend in
Boca••• Jack•••

CAROL JANET PERES
Fort Myers, Florida
Elementary Education major
• • • on to Saint's Marys
Dominician College ••• Social
Committee•••sos •••
Swimming•••

JILL ROBERTSON
Washington, D.C.

MARITA JEAN SULLIVAN
Miami, Florida
Nervous foot •• .''I'm gonna scream"
•••Nassau •• .''My heart can't
stand the strain" •••camaro•••
"Who's the phone for?" ••• Lives and
dies by the phone•• .' 'Ya'll" •••
Size s•••Your knees ere showing•••

CHERYL LOUISE SWEENEY
Richmond, Virginia

MARIANNE PATRICIA TILLI
Wyckoff, New Jersey

"Gosamer Wings" •••Liberal
Arts Transfer •••Richmond Professional Institute (Art school)'
Drama Club ••• Sacred Arts •••
Newspaper •••Sandals•• , Barefoot
••Short Hair. , ."Horendously
•
" • • •"W onderl andi"
fleshy
candles•••" Aphrodites" •••Wine
• • • Bell-bottoms. • •,,"The It Gi r l"
•••"Shut up George! •••

''Tilli" •••long hair•••creative•••
Chorus•••SPENDS ALL HER
TIME IN ZOO LAB ••• Liberal Arts
Transfer•••Choir•••"I'm rebelling I"
• • .coffee••• make-up ••• PERFECT
GRAMMARIII •••"Tonight ls
definitely going to be an all-nighterl"
•••neatness? ••• "Come on, tell
me the truth" ••• slippers. • .Miss
Le Grande.

.. .

"Gil"••• Locker Room •• .''Who's
the phone for? 19 • • •white Corvair
•••"What am I going to wear?"
• • •perpetual borrower•••tall and
lanky •• .''Bruce and I had another
fight" •••the tan. ••slim. • •

JANEE. WURZLER
Huntington Station, N.Y.
"Janie" ••• Wants to be a gym
teacher •••vivacious •• .''Oh dear"
Bridge Club •• .''goodness" •••
frequent dates••• sincere••• a member
of the Marymount football team •••
chemistry student ••• skindiving•••
''Funny thing" •• .''I want to be
Carolyn's partner" •• .''I don't believe it."

Last Will and Testainent
Being of sound mind and body, we the Class of 1967
of Marymount College of the city of Boca Raton and state
of Florida, do make, publish, and declare this to be our
. last Will and Testament in manner following:
I, Liz Crean, leave Terry Minkowski an arts and craft
set for her and Ronnie and a front row seat in front of the
TV for the soap operas.
.
· I, Talie Maher. will to Kathy Whalen my parents so they
can come down for Parent's Weekend next year and a little
sister as nice as mine.
I, Barbara Kane, will to Ruth Linke a" mellow yellow Mustang" and all the repairs that go with it, and my cast and
go mobile in case she ever wants to talce a pleasant ride
on Elsworth from her big sister.
I, Claudia Bowes, do hereby bequeath to Cheryl Merrit
my first pl~ce in the cafeteria line with the hopes that the
food selection will be much better in the coming year
than it was in the past.
I, Joyce Heffernan, leave to Sue Alber my great knowledge of Anatomy and my pregnant cat.
I, Ret Louis will Pat Campbell a 5 year's subscription
to "Dear Abbey", a hot line to Miami, and better luck
next time. I also will Pat Revello a tag-along button, a
campus that will stick, and the card table in Delta Lounge,
and a 15 year's supply of "Oh Hell" score sheets. To
Dr. McDivitt I will my undying admiration and a new
necktie. To Kathy Keyes I will a 90% share of stock in
the Tip Top Company, a one .way ticket to England, and
much love from all the sophomores.
I, Maureen McCoy. wm to Nancy Inserra an all expense
paid weekend for two in Key West skindiving with Mr.
Rooney.
•
I, Linda Graziadei, leave to Lisa Eylman a life supply
of six-paks, the back seat of a car and R.B ..
I, Mary Lingenfelder, leave Betsy VanHorn 1 spare tire,
a golf ball and my seat in chemistry. I also leave Ann
Seitz a piggy bank.
I, Ridley Hailey, will to Dede Curran a letter of acceptance from the University of Georgia with no strings attached and a book entitled "Quick and Easy Steps to
Flattening Hearse Tires." I also will Laurie Kearney a
few tips on how to get good service at the Ranch House.
I, Mary Elsa Murray. will to Heidi Schmidt my clean
orderly room and my ability to sit down and study (???) I
I, Patty Bascetta, will to Julie Blalce a bi-monthly
supply of Curl Free.
I, Joan Donnelly, leave to Laura Briganti my brother.
I, Jodie Wilbert, wUl to Pat Gomez a ten volume set
of "How to Win Friends and Influence People" and a
hundred home-tor-the-weekend slips to be signed by her
pal.
I, Mary Louise Gorman, leave to Suzie Corbett all
of my Spanish notes an~ woes.
I, Maureen Lewis, will to Sandra Sheffey aone way ticket
to Gainesville.
I, Tina Whelan, will to Joan Stanley my fifth of J.B., the
keys to my car anytime of the day or night, and a box of
invalid campus notices. I also will my spot as a Marymount
Supreme to Mrs. Pratt.
I, Angela Dignazio, will to Suzy Doran my ability to write
English compositions and my last diet pill. I also leave
Prince Ron a bottle of Seven Crown.
I, Terry Giesen~will to Jane Warriner, a bottle of milk
of magnesia for an upset stomach on a Friday night, a
special permission for just one night, a mini bath robe,
a set of chains to get Hunter's car out of the sand traps-Was it a sand trap Jane? I also will to Faye Deal a TV set
with an everlasting tube for her bedroom, and a new dance
step to teach everyone next year.
I, Liz Niezer. wUl to Tina C biles a credit card for her
many repairs on the car.
I, Kathy Corrado, will to Rosemary Siani the "Biscayne
Honey., of her choice.
I, Donna Wolfe, will to Sandy Sanchez a new madras
smock dress to replace her old one, a private room so she
can get dressed in peace, my Spanish book, and a one way
ticket to Newark airport.
I, Lee Thornton, will to Jane Keenan my trusty alarm
clock, if it fails Sr. John Bosco will Just have do do.
An extra added attraction Jane, I also leave you my well
used fiddlin' hat.
I, Carol Brown, leave to MaryJo Joseph a new pair of
lounging pajamas and her own reserved spot at the beach
next to the lifeguard stand.
I, Maureen Kirby, will to Nicky Willis, a certain someone
from Palm Beach Junior College.

I, Jean Johnston,, will to Kitt} Edmonds the best of 1uck
with Bill next year along with all the fun of parties at
Boca Halli 5811
1:-carol Peres, bequeath to Tory IKingmy ability to be
in need of a qUick suit and much sun during her ••serving
time" by the pool side.
I, Mary Ann Dinger, leave my duties as House Mother
to one of my favorite daughters, Marsha ( OK Marsha, stop I)
Plunket. I also leave to Ann Darrah my great love for St
Le_o•s and those special Chuck type boys.
•
I, Barbara Cosgrove, will to Dale Kane new batteries
for her record player and an image of Cher. I leave her with
her great personality and dancing talent-slow down. Let's
go to Jolly Burgert
I, Joanne Bukland, leave Gail Bezko the back seat on the
bicycle built for two and hope she can find someone for the
front so she can talce a weekly ride to the Bocarian and check
on Jimmy.
I, Kathleen Foley, leave Lynn Walker that wanted but
unattainable trip to Nassau, 90 cents for many trips to
Miami on the turnpike, and much luck and happiness next
year.
I, JoAnn O'Brien, leave Carol Jane Kolinski the thought
of my romatic trip up north.
I, Jeanne Fogarty, will to Gerry Connelly my suntan and
secrets.
,. I, Lee Daniel1 leave to Linda Petrucciani Sally Hansen's
Hard as Nails •. a family size bottle of Sea and Ski and
another year of Florida sunshine. To Anna Beran a '$100
gift certificate for Gaul's Book Store, the French department.
.
I, Suzette Doyon, do hereby wm ·and bequeath to Carmen
Carrasquillo, my striped moo-moo, a box of diet chocolates, and a permanent home in Boca Raton. I also will and
bequeath to Jonnie (Miss Boynton)..
good luck for
a royal sweep at the Miss Florida Beauty Pageant at Sarasota.
I, Kathy McArdle, will to Barb Matthews a sharpened
pencil for her worksheets in accounting and the power to
hold it for such occasions as the Homestead Senior Prom and
Fraternity parties at Biscayne.
I, Angela Peynado, will to Leslie Kilhauer a hunk of a
Harvard graduate and a sweet life in a banana plantation. I
also leave to Nicki Read the bubbling spirit of the Caribbean
I, Connie Leiva, ·leave to Judi Guzzardi a guide with all
the answers to the accounting problems and the excitment of long distance telephone calls.
I, Joyce Grant, bequeath to Adele Hagedorn a much nicer
little sister than I had, a sincere hope that for one day next
year she ma have a clean room .... and an open invitation for
her and her 11I trave1ing companion,. to return to the "Action
Center of Florida.''
I, Margee Houlihan, leave Betsy Calder my position ae
a "Supreme," may she have better luck getting her picture
in the Palm Beach Post Times. I also leave her a book,
"How to Build Up Your Body.''
I, Lynn Large, leave to Marcia Daley an empty Jar of
formaldehyde and my much used dissecting kit.
I, Mary Neff, will to Gretchen Bapst my book and all
the problems of third floor. I also leave her the right to
leave campus early for all vacations providing that she
goes homes!
· I~ Mary Lou Shaheen, will to Kay Knapp "my devotion to
Maryll!ount," the role of Mother confessor, and "Operator,
YES, I m the house Mother here on this wing.''
I, Barbara Bums, leave to Bozo a bottle of Ultra Blue
to help with her fast color changes. I also leave to Terry
Minkowski a year's supply of Sunday papers.
I, Margee Roehrig, leave to Rita Paganini an open plane
ticket to New York for when she gets homesick. (Be
brave I)
I, Anne Abbate, will to Missy Dennis courage, patience,
fortitude, along with the great 'Sing Out Group' and those
'private Do re me's. I also will to Nancy Jones, my typewriter and those long hours that go along with it, 'librarian',
and endless conversation. To Jane (Pilgrim) Malone I
will the Mayflower, Yale's rival school Harvard many
sleepless nights, and 'diets'.
•
I, Patti O'Brien, will to Barbara Farley a compass
and hopes that she fixes her vicious triangle of wayne
Skip and Rich and also my excess poundage.
•
I, Karen Rosamond, do hereby bequeath to Kathy Hurd
my deck of cards to be used at any free time between
government classes.
I, Mary Ann Sheehy, will tQ Pat Lestrange all my extensive
knowledge of Zoology. all my Zoology notes and many trips
to Lauderdale for Easter.

MARY ELSA MURRAY
Caracas, Venezuela

MARY NEFF
Lakewood, Ohio

''Samura•••Snoopy•• ••• Modern Dance
• • .saves odds and ends •• "No
need" ••pictures •••Choir•••
• 'Remember me tomorrow" • .altar
girl. • .Liturgical Club. • • f_aculty
mailwoman•• .'"Buy me an 'S'"'' •••
operates third floorTrinity Delicatessen. • ."How do you call it?"'
••• runs her own change bank•••

ELIZABETH NEIZER
Fort Wayne. Indiana

"Mare". • .Drama Club. • .Brown
skirt and sweater•• ''What?" •••
Natural blonde ••• Life-Saving•••
'' Barnaby says hello-o''.' !Where's
your bathing cap" •• .''Your :navel is
showing.'" •••

PATRICIA O'BRIEN
Saginaw, Michigan

Lizzie ••• sweet ••• "oh,
I just couldn"t" ••• "Gol
dang itl ..... New Orleans
.. • • "I hate to bother you, but..
••• expert swimmer •••
Andy of Mayberry ••• Saint
of all oranks ,. ••

"P.O.B.'' ••• Liberal Arts Transfer
•• .''Little Lotta" ••• Beef Steak
Charlie's••••• and R.H••• "Oh.
God. are you serious" ••• "l have so
much to do" ••• Academic Climate
Committee• • / 'Nighters"

JEAN MARIE O'CONNOR
Hillsdale. New Jersey
"Oke••• the 'Tool',. •••Student Council
••• long blonde hair•••"If I don't
see you again -- swell" •••Chairman
of Student Activities•••Miss E.
·
Vona. ••"Bad bongoes.... .Orama
Club. • .slapstick comedy•• .''Catch
ya later" •••Student Leader•••
Zombie in the morninp;•••the" Pearl"
• •• ahrir
..,. ribbon••• Bunaa. • • •

JO-ANN PHYLLIS PEDITTO
Philadelphia. Pennsyl van ta
, •• The clothes•••beach
lover••• life guard lover••• You"re
smacked I••• Medical Secretary•••
Airline Stewardess•• '.'Travellll You
don't know~ • •Social Chlb•••Skin
diving ••• Tape and Talk••• Austin
Healy lover•••Just plain lover•••

ANGELA MARIA PEYNADO
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic

VIRGINIA RUTH PETERSON
Livingston. New York
Gina. • .President of SEAM~ • •
Athletic Association•••
sos ••• Hostess Committee•••
Tennis. • .Social Committee. • •
Perf.ectionist

'' Angelorum" ••• Phi Theta Kappa•••
Imaginative•••delicate•••Water
Skiing Club ••• "I'm broke" ••• ~ood
taste•• .'' Are you kidding me? •
• •• Leaving things in 2-29•• .''Que
Kay?"• • •

FRANCES ANGELA PIPERNO
Camden, New Jersey
"'Frannie" ••• Modern Dance•••censored w~rd•••"Aughh" ••• happygo-lucky, •• swimming? •••modified
tongue?. • .studious•••letter from
Italy•••interpreter•• .''Those
fools". • •

EILEEN ANN ROETTELE
Boca Raton, Florida
Business Major••• On to
the Business World

I, Chris Stuaffer, leave toBarbaraEversgard The Heidel>erg, a "hemi", the Townhouse Motor Inn, and Mr. Prince
vith our sympathy. Also . to Kathy Dumont I will the Unirersity Qf Florida, first place at Sebring.
I, Michele Stevens, will to Caroline Caesy a good deck of
>ridge cards, and another blind date with a 23 year old
:eacher, and best of luck with Joel and all the rest.
I, Kathy Janas, will to Margie Hannett the priVilege , of
;aying "Hi! Mr.?" Also a big appetite, popcorn, peanuts,
>Otatoe chips -- Anyone for the candy machine? 111
I, Marianne Tilli, will to Rosa Rives an empty seat at
:he Barna and my empty seat in Spanish Literature class.
I Carole Jordan, will to Bernadette Altemus all the
:rials and tribulations of sophomore year with the wishes we
Nere still happy freshmen.
I, Favia Arias, leave to Maria de la Luz Fernadez
(Malu), my hopeful dreams for the new library, a new
roommate, and hopes for her return to Marymount next year.
I, Alesia Cruchley, "Tripping Off" from Marymount
,xperiencing a conscientious expansion behon(l the realm
,f Boca Raton, I will to some of my friendly "hippie
teads" a few of my psychadelic possessions. Before I
'turn on," "tune in,'' and "drop out" of this reality of a
otality (although this might be a bit too obtuse), these are
he gifts I wish to bestow on the following: To Ann Darrah
oy League for Spiritual Discovery membership and all
ey ·" Saint Leo" telephone numbers; to Nancy Inserra my
root row center seat in Contemporary Science Class and
>rivate turtle hunting expeditions in the everglades with
he professor of that same class; psychadelic dag-glow
iosters (from the Inner Pig's Eye Gallery on Mac Doughal
>treet) and my Tim Leary Fan Club card to Kathy Dirolla plus a free • round the world..crulse for two on Grace
:..ines with John as social director; a Freudian slip and
iartre's "Being and Nothingness" to Kathy Harmon and a
3pecial full time maid under the direction of Mother de
.a Croix (the maid being the former!); and to Suzy Doran
ny Ravi Shankar Indian Raga Album and my Indian Insense
md special bonus: my black (spit shine) combat boot~,
A.ustrailian Bush Hat, and my World War II AEF officers
3hirt (worn by Major Dr. Allan R. Cruchley, my father),
111 of these to be worn when she appears on the cover of
:;1amor Magazine.
I, Mary Ann Luddy, leave to Marta Mendez the Locker
:loom and Corky' s.
I, Sue Murphy, leave to Lenny O'Brian a free pass to
:he Locker Room, the welcome mat to Cooke's apartment,
md the friendliest boy at F .A.U., "Stormy.''
I, Ret Louis, will Tracy Flaraty a ten year's supply
of Perma Straight, and her own personal sink to go along
with it.
I, Patti O'Brien, will to Debbie Cooke her private telephone to receive calls from Andy at any time, especially
4 A.M.
1, · Gina Weinstein, bequeath to Debbie Horran a great

summer in California, a night devoted entirely to writings
ln creative election speeches, the office of secretariat in
Home Economics Club and all the goodies baked in it, and
rinally a portable candy machine to keep her happy for a
lifetime.
I, Bitsy Clarke, will to Sharon Walsh the one thing I know
;he has wanted ever since February. Her own dinner tray
for outside her »edroom door. Also next year a new
~ophomore ;privilege of having a room across the hall from
her, to put her winter clothes in and a freshmen to confuse
Che whole issue.
I, Sherry Sabatino, would like to will to Jackie Jennings
all my old boyfriends including Jury if she promises to stay
out of jail. I would also like to will her the best of luck
at Marymount or wherever she may be.
I, Jean O"Connor, bequeath to Pam Morrissey a few
pointers on how to write a "Prine;:- P,iper ," and also a
spar~ set of I.D."s.
- I, Carol Holitngsworth, will Linda ElUs. a great respect
for the unlimited cuts system.
I, Marisela Blandon, leave a Jar of Dippity-do to Ina
Pons to straighten her party curls, a swinging date with
~inchest_e r _Cathedral and my very strange ability for
u.&1:1vJ.~aiu:Gauuu auu dlsvrder. i also will to Tul.iy Iucke.c
a minitelescope to aid her visual ability and a truck
load of paper and starch to make her own "do it yourS!'ilf'' paper mashe kit.
1, Joyce Heffernan, leave to Nicky Willis my ability
to keep my room in spotless order.
I, Pat Bascetta, wm to Sandy Whelan a throne beside
the upstairs Gamma pay phone
.
I, Kathleen Bell, will to Missy Dennis a year of making
people happy with her cherry smile and give her a tool
kit to fulfill her desire as so beautifully stated in her
theme song "If I Were a Carpenter.''
I, Lau1tie ~ormick will to Carol Kolinski a room on
third flo_,,,, Trtn111.,,

\

I, Tina Whelan, w111 to Marta Mendez my bottle of nerve
pills to calm her down and a key to the change machine
so she can always make her phone calls to Dominican Republic.
I, Judy Judge~ leave to "Pilgrim" (Jane) Malone a deck
of Marymount cards to play bridge on the Mayflower. I
also bequeath to her the organ at the mission church s o s
leaves to "Pilgrim" a year's__supply of iceys.
• • • •
I, Rita Sharp, leave to Jane warner a large tube of
Zinc Oxide for her leproSY..' lip. And for your sake "Friz"
I hope curls come back. And to have as nice a freshman
neighbor as we did.
-I, Linda Geant, bequeath to Barbara Mayer my modern
dance regalis, that it may inspire her to utmost heights
in the Marymount tradition. To Anne Speicher, I bequeath
room 3-14 so that she may further her ambitions toward
gracious living. I bequeath to Kathy Di Toll a my whole
assortment of lipsticks, lest she look pale in the Florida
sun.
I Robyn Gronemann, bequeath to Andy Bolton all the
Montclaire cigarettes she can find, a watercolor kit to
fulfilll all her creative talent. and a lifetime course
in Basic Composition.
1,· Maria Amador, leave Georganna Bonebrake a tattered
Finite Math book, and Holly Barton my love for French
d~alogues.
I, Terry Rogers, leave Stephanie Cerrato a year's supply
of "Skeeter" repellent lotion and tell her to remember,
"You Can't Hurry Love."
I, Fran Piperno, will Judy Weiss a new teddy bear to
sleep with--good luck???? and a little sister as sweet as
the one I have.
I, Kathy Couglin, leave Linda Beard many more happy days
Sherry Blish - Jeanne Fogarte, leaves her a new 'Teeny
Booper" dance and her own dance pavillion at Expo 67.
Alice Delamar - A slave for a day. Sue Majewski leaves her
a new group of friends to play with, and a weekend
pass to the B. C. Military Ball, and any course she
wishes with Mr. Belford as instructor.
Irene Trowbridge - Dalia Zarak leaves a Spanish-English
dictionary to be more easily understood in the future.
Sue Brown - Kathy Folley leaves you the school bus for
free trips to Biscayne next year. And unlimited passes
to the pool for Ken, so he can wade in the water.
Emily Oliver - Two round trip tickets to Caracas for a
wedding present from Elsa.
Neddy McManus Angela Dignazio leaves her seat on the
plane to Philadelphia for next year.
Sue Stevenson - Damlia leaves you an opponuniey to talk in
front of the school so we can hear what a lovely voice
you have.
Sue Majewski - leaves Laura Valerius a box of Armond
Clusters, to eat at the R-A-C-E while Hunting for
Stuart. A roommate who might stay out of trouble
next year, and now you may stop getting gray
hairs, Laura.
THE THIRD FLOOR TRINITY leaves Betsey Calder the right
to present next year's Last Will and someone to write
it for her.
Mary Ellen Seiferd, leaves Bonnie Wheeldon permanent
station as life guard at the pool and everything that's
Dusty.
Kathie Sansone - leaves Marijo Zingsheim free speech
lessons, and a weekend Ski Trip alone with John.
Sherry Sabatino - leaves Cheryl Lancaster the little pink
houseboat in Delray, and a boy called Ted so she
won't be lonely next year, especially, on weekends
Also the best of luck!
Terry Giesen leaves Katrinia Grieshaber a full time job as
a water polo referee. A speech course and a special
pair of earrings for everyone to see without straining
their eyes. A night on the town with Ron Prince &
Jack Hussey.
Liz Crean - leaves Judy Yust a calander of events from
Notre Dame - so you'll be there on the right weekend.
Sue Majewski personally leaves her ability to dance to Sue
Schlomer and the record the • 'In Crowd".
Katy Mulroy leaves her nonenity to Julie Roney.
Ann Speicher - A tennis class that everyone enjoys
and a private phone so your calls can come in at
5 :00 instead of 7.

THE ENTIRE SOPHOMORE CLASS
BEQUEATHS THE FOLLOWING:

We Request

Jackie Mahoney a "nice" call from "nice" Bob, with a
"nice" bill •••"NI C El"

The Honor Of

Sue Max.well a free dinner at the Ranch House after she's
been out in the bus. Providing she keeps it down.

Your Presence

Denise Casper - A perfumed pen and a pair of "El_e vator
shoes" and, of course, a beau of her own.

Thursday, 4 :00 ••• exams
are over ••• "I'm through
with college!" ••• "forever" ••• the last ~raduatton practice ••• 'is this
what Sunday will be like?"
• • • dignity and sobriety,
now on to the beach for the
class party ••• then Friday packing, parents coming ••• "Oh, I can't Wait!"
• • • off to a quiet, restful
evening at the University
Inn ••• "They're here! My
family's herell" ••• hushed Saturday morning after
with final finishings up •••
Social Hour • • • Sherry
and Punch • • • "Daddy,
this ts -" • • • Dinner
Dance ••• Steaks and music • • • Modern Dance:
59th Street Bridge Song,
Sounds of Silence, 1984,
June ts Bustin' out All
Over ••• music and dancing ••• "Where's the
party tonight?" • • • THE
DAY • • • Baccalaureate
Mass - cafeteria style •••
guitars and folk psalms •••
family participation • • •
memoir procession • • •
Brunch, with wandering
musicians • • • Sunday,
4:00 ••• Commencement
exercises ••• "Am I really here?" • • • Prayer by
Father Totty ••• Lee Daniel's welcome ••• Sister
de la Croix's six minutes
• • • Dr. Gererd Doyon:
"The Flight from Education" • • • "He means us,
I think" ••• conferring of
degrees and medals by
Monseigner J eremtah P.
O'Mahoner, ••• recessional ••• ' I DID ITI" •••
pictures • • • congratulations • • • "g~ luck always" f • • and now,
"goodbye.'

Chris McGrath - A reserved spot in front of the Elbo Room
for next Easter. And your choice of any guy to walk
the Strip with.
Mary Goett a telephone at her end of the hall, and an answering servide to keep her messages.
Cindy Moorhouse A wardrobe of pixie head bands in various
colors.
Julie Johnston a ring guard so you can put Tony's ring on
the right finger.
Beth Ivey 30 green blouses to go with 30 green skirts.
Maureen Noonans We leave a hot tip that your father's
on his way down so you better get the T. V. back.
Adele Paredes An evening at the Flamengo with Adrian, of
course, Mrs. Delgado ~l_l be the chaperone.
Jane Hughes - An "A" in Art History for punctuality
when you do decide to go.
Sue Penni a sign out card among the Marymount girls,
and a few accounting practice sets to do in your
spare time.
Ann Reditt her own study hall.
Jane Philips a few spooUesl _
Holly Barton - A new guitar and her private public address
system to sing to the world, and time to attend Introduction to Psychology Classes.
Marilyn Frank - A hundred dollar b111 with her father's
picture on it, and special privileges in the new library,
and a Sister Suzanne doll in a shift.
Pat Prest gets left a real I.D. and instead of living with
Goldi Locks, we leave you a choice of Pappa Bear,
Mama Bear, and Baby Bear.
Kathy Taylor S cuts you don't have in Art History, and an
olive for your Martini.
Diane walker controlling stock in Avon Inc.
Carol Weiler all rights to coffee breaks in the cafeteria.
Karen Thornberg - ts left a tub to empty out the water on
your knee, and a bottle of diet p1lls guaranteed not
to cause dizziness, nausea, etc. Smelling salts in
case they do.
Perrhission from entire 3rd floor
Trinity to tell Heidi to shut up when she gets hysterical. And a late companion to play with.
Rosalinda Escomella - A friend as nice to her as he is to all.
Frannie Bender - $50. a month to go up to Auburn to a calm
quiet weekend with Joe. An Airplane credit card so
she can give Joe trips to school in return for a G. T.o.
In witness whereof we have hereunto set our hand this
twentieth day of April, in the year nineteen hundred
sixty-seven.

The Sophomore Class Leaves the Freshmen:
1. The end of the dinner line since you managed to be
in front all year.
2 A new faculty since we wore ours out.
3: Biscayne "B-Bops" and St. Leo Men.
4. Boca Hall, The Keg, The Locker Room, Grace's,
7-ll's, and the beach if necessary.
s. Trinity Hall as your new Student Union.
6. More bicycles, the lakes, the sun, the walk to classes,
out unused weekend premissions, permission to smoke in
your rooms, and lastly our song "Happy. .,

r

Our Meaning
Of Security
I. Security is Mr. Monreal.
2. Security is having a carton of cigarettes when you have
no money.
3. Security ts having a ride into town.
4. Security is change of a dollar.
s. Security is a letter in your mailbox.
6. Security ts gas in your tank.
7. Security is finding a nun on campus.
s. Security is finding a free phone; or better yet
getting a call!
9. Security is a dead mouse in your trap.
IO.Security is the announcement that pink slips will not be
sent home.
1I.Security is having a roommate who wears the same size
clothes.
12.Securicy is flying standby.
13.Securtcy is being a Liberal Arts student and having
a roommate in business who types your papers.
14.Security is having a quarter for wash when your wearing your last pair.
I S.Securtty is giving the first new dorm a name - and
we the sophomores name it EXPO 67.
16.Securtcy is •••••• graduation.

The Flight From Teaching
Commencement Address
by Dr. Gerard Maurice Doyon, Marymount College,
Boca Raton, Florida, May
21, 1967.

Tradition demands that
commencement speakers
pass the torch of leadership to younger hands, certain that the new generation
is eager to receive this gift
and this challenge from us.
But commencement speakers are becoming more
and more aware that the
new generation is growing
· less and less anxious to
accept our . torch without
question. The "now" generation seems not at all
happy with the world of the
"command"
generation.
The young simply no longer accept our worship of
material success, our callous indifference to social
injustice, our brink-of-war
politics, our stubborn resistance to change.
. Granted, we had our' 'rebels without a cause" in
our time. But they predictably cooled down and joined the rest of us in the
rat-race to" success". But
this generation will not
"cool it". Today's graduates live, feel, and think
in direct opposition to the
ones of our time. I sometimes get the uncomfortable feeling they would like
to do away with everyone
over thirty. and rebuild
this messed-up old world
from scratch. And they
can do it, tool By sheer
numbers alone we cannot
ignore them. More than
half of the people now living are under twenty-six,
and growing younger! In
this country nearly forty
percent of the college age
group are in college. There

are now six million young
Yes, we came back, most
people in college - and their
of us. But we did not renumber will double within
turn to the campus to build
the next decade I
a better world - we came
If the generation now in
back to continue an inpower continues to ignore
terrupted career. And we
the temper of our gradusucceeded
beyond our
ates, expecting them to be- · greatest expectations. We,
come pacified as they grow
the Depression Generation
older and wiser with inbuilt this affluent society
creasing distance from the
which you now enjoy - or
campus, then weinvitedisshould. enJoy - perhaps.
aster. They can and they
"Perhaps' , I add, because
will change this world although we did beat the
and we can't stop them.We
depression and won the
must get th~ message, their
war, we in the end sat
message. '·Dad", they tell
down before the television
us, "your set-up is too
to watch "I Love Lucy.''
gross, just too gross.''
Is this what we went to
Translation: "Your society
college for? Is this the
has become too inhuman,
torch we pass on to our
too insecure, too brutal,
graduates today?
too unjust, too un-ChrisSurveys show that the
tian for us to take.''
college student of a gen"But believe me honey,
eration ago admired and
we tried", pleads my
wanted to work in Big
threatened generation.
Business. We were proud,
"We are the children of the
as well as envious, of our
Great Depression.
You
classmates reaching the
don't know the meaning of
executive suite. But, last
the word 'depression' for
year more of our top gradyou've never lcnown one/'
uates, the class leaders,
Get the picture: everyone
joined the Peace Corps than
of us qualified for the Poentered the business world.
verty Progr aml Your
Among the six million in
grandfather
considered
college today, the brighter
himself affluent on a WPA
students, the best-prepa.,rjob at $14.00 a week. We
ed college persons in hisworked our way through
tory, are attracted to cacollege selling magazines,
reers which serve manand since no one had any
kind - as doctors, dentists,
money, $3.50 was a good
nurses, medical researchweek. And before we finers and technicians; as
ished our schooling we
clergymen, teachers, sowere blasted out of colcial workers, and as the
lege by Pearl Harbor. We
greatest army of good-will
didn't bum our draft
ambassadors to the world
cards - we enlisted by the
America has ever known.
hundreds of thousands. We
They are discarding the
spent our youth in some
guaranteed life of ease for
South Sea jungle or on the
which we sold our souls
beaches of Normandy.
for one of great sacrifice
Three years in the 51st Inand uncertain material refantry, Second Division, ward. We took all we could
and I was one of the lucky
get our greedy hands on;
ones. I came back.
they give.
We ignored

those success did not bless;
they reach out to them in
charity. We offered the
world order, righteousness, discipline; they extend love and compassion.
On this inerriorable day,
let us not ·ask our youth
to accept our tarnished torch; let us accept a brighter
fire from theirs.
And you, dear graduates,
is your torch lit? Have you
borrowed the fire of your
generation? How will you
serve mankind? Have you
made your commitment?
If not, search no more.
Join the "now" generation today towards a better tomorrow. The world
needs your idealism in one
forgotten vocation. This
mission is not a glamourous
one. It will not take you to
exotic lands. It will not
take you marching through
the streets. You will never have the thrill of being
arrested. You don't even
need a guitar! Dedicate
your bright torch to teachina: - college teaching!
'i''Ahal" you say, "you
can't trust anyone over
thirty. First he makes like
we got our torch, and then
makes with the fasttalk and
we find we're holding his
torch. We don't buy, dad.''
Please, before you stage
a sit-down or a walk-out,
let me tell you it's a good
cause and we need you as
never before. We need your
spirit of dedication, we need
your fresh vision, we need
your training and intelligence. Continue your education beyond Marymount,
and then come back to the
hundred other Marymounts,
the many small church-related liberal arts colleges
so desperately in need of
good teachers. I promise
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you great joy and deep satisfaction. I know for I spent
the ten happiest years of
my life teaching in a small
Catholic college. As the
shortage of teaching sisters
becomes even more acute
we will turn to you. Will
you be prepared?
Ninety ye a rs ago Dr.
Gilman of John Hopkins
predicted the end of the
small liberal arts college.
It has been buried many
times since but it has refused to die. The danger is
not so much that the small
college will close its doors
but that the small college
will find it increasingly
difficult to maintain quality.
Dean Allen Wallis of the
University of Rochester
predicts that as the century
advances students seeking
a first-class educatiQn will
turn to our larger universities.
Indeed, the squeeze is
on the small college as
never before, especially on
the church-related one with
a tight budget. The appeal
of the big universities to
the gifted student is too
strong to dismiss. And, as
our large universities grow
into giants they are forced
to raid the smaller institutions for faculty. With
their larger budgets, better
salaries, great libraries,
multi- million dollar research facilities, they can
place irresistable bait before the most loyal professor. Our Catholic faculty
is a dedicated one, but it
can be just as dedicated on
a large campus at twice the
salary.
And the squeeze will become all the more painful
as more students apply increasing pressure on all
our colleges, small as well

: large. While ourpopula)n increased eight permt since 1960, our college
1pulation increased forty
ircent. Within thenextten
?ars we will need a halfillion new college in.ructors. And, as indusy and government connue to seduce our best·ained professors at the
ite of an estimated ten
1ousand a year, the
iueeze is being felt even
l the largest universities.
loreover, the university's
reatest loss of its teachrs is to research. In this
nparalleled flight from
,aching over 75,000 pro?ssors in our universies devote full-time to reearch. More than twolirds of university pro~ssors teach no underrad uate courses at all.
'he few who still teach,
10stly those in the lower
anks and with the least
xperience, average eight
ours a week in the hu1anities and only six hours
:1 the sciences. A profesor' s prestige, and conse_uent promotion, ls meaured by how successfully
e has avoided teaching.
Jn d er · the pressure of
'publish or perish" the
tnlverslty is a place where
,ne ls hired to teach and
·ewarded for not teachng. And of the little teachng still practiced, it is the
>ne profession which car·tes no penalty for mal1ractlce. A universal stulent gripe is, "If I want to
:omplain about an exam I
1ee the secretary, then the
:eader, then the graduate
lSsistant, then the teachng assistant, and then,
naybe, 'God'• •
Why do students demon;itrate? In part it is be:ause the present college
nudent is a better onethan
11s father and mother, no
.onger satisfied with that
>iece of paper received at
:ommencement, but asklng, indeed insisting loud.y, that along the way he or
1he be taught something.
The "now" generation is
lnterested enough in education to demand good
teaching.
It is not my purpose today to discuss the merits
or demerits of ''publish or
perish.'' Without research
we would lose the race of
technology; without publication our libraries would
b e co me mausoleums of
a nc lent and out-dated
knowledge; without laboratories we would condemn
man to disease and hunger. So, ourprofessoronthe
way up becomes a projectd !rector while his teaching
goes on tape. This is not to
say there is no longer any
great teaching in our universities. It only points
out that the system does not
favor the professor dedicated to teaching. Our universities seem to exist to
train people to do research
in universities.
But this need not and
should not happen in our
small church-related col-

lege. Catholic education is
costing us too much to be a
pale shadow of secular education. We must justify
our existence in other ways
-- in ways which we can
do best -- in that which is
being neglected on a scandalous scale -- good teaching.
But at this time of great
need our superior people
are leaving the classrooms
of our small colleges.
Where will we find the replacements? Happ_ily, there
are many teacher-scholars
in our universities tired of
"bigness". There are some
who do not hold that the
instruction of undergraduates is simply an interruption of their research
or consulting • Some still
believe in the church-related college and wish to
be identified with it. They
can bring to the small college a reputation for scholarship and great teaching.
'But if we don't know how
to reward good teaching we
will keep looking forever.
Father Poorman of Catholic
University proposes a salary scale double the present one 1f we are to win the
battle of the three "R's":
recruit, reward, and retain
our best teachers. Tuition
fees alone will not provide
us the necessary funds to
retain a superior faculty.
This calls for great sacrifices on the part of our
alumni, but Father Poorman reminds us that there
ts greatness in sacrifice,
and in this case sacrifice
will bring greatness to our
small college.
Dear graduates, it's up
to you. Which of you will
give at least ten years of
her life to teaching in our
small colleges? And which
of you others will support
her classmates -- and reward her? Will youjoinour
generation in making this a
better world? Or will you
join my generation watching Peyton Place on that
dumb glassface? Ithink not.
I have faith in you and in

7

your generation. And I have
faith in the survival of the
small college for it has an
asset that cannot be explained nor measured. It
answers one of the deepest human needs - the need
for belonging. A large university is admired, even
worshiped; but a small
college, wonderful to say,
can be loved. And in turn it
loves you. It is a friendly
place. Faces have names.
You are our children forever. People ask metoday,
"Do you have a daughter
graduating from Marymount?'' And I answerwith
more truth than sentiment,
"Not only one daughter but
a hundred.''

•

The Metaphorical Eye

confess that I cannot see
you. Oh, I know that you are
there, that at least someone
is there, but I cannot see
you. Nor can you see me.
We are all afflicted with a
spiritual myopia, nearsightedness of the soul.
All of us. And not just
here, tonight. I, and your
other instructors, are not
really seeing you when we
sequester ourselves in the
faculty lounge, trying to
avoid as many students as
possible. You are not seeing us, or what we want
desperately to show you,
when you sit dumbly, blanke ye d, unquestioning, unthinking in class. We, the
faculty. refuse to see each
other when we allow ourselves our petty feuds with
one another, our gossip,
our backbiting. The administration will not~ cannot,
see any of us, as they
blithely proceed along their

they can, at first, in no way
relate one to the other.
So that, even though they
see, for instance, the face
of their mothers four dozen
times a day, they do not
realize that each time they
are seeing the same face.
Each image is totally distinct, totally unrelated to all
the others. All they see is
a stream of perceptions,
and no image resembles
any other. But as the child
grows, she of course begins to put some of these
perceptions together. She
sees that the face which is
smiling down at her now
is the same face that smiled
down at her a while earlier. And each time she
sees the face again, she
knows it goes with a being
who is good to her. Eventually she will be able to
call that person, "Mother:•
So too, as she grows, she
will see one tree, then another, and a third, and then
a thousandth -- and be able
to recognize an essential
unity to them all, and she
will be able to call them
all trees. The world will
become less and less a
crazy-quilt, a collage, a
kaleidoscope of undifferentiated, separate particles. She will see that
trees, and lakes, and grass,
mountains and oceans all
are not totally cut off, apan
from each other, but all
belong to the world, to
"nature." Unfonunately,
we all too early forget how

and criticism of everyone
around them. None of us
are free of clouds of prejudice, indifference, arrogance; it forces us to
hide the flowers of our
self in a dark bloomcloset.
unseeing and unseen. It is
an affliction known also as
alienation; it is an affliction known, I believe, in
other pockets of the world
as well.
But I prefer to speak of
this universal plague in
terms of seeing rather than
speaking or hearing. Because it occurs to me that
·it is primarily a disease of
the eye, and if we can readjust, re-focus our sight,
we would also begin to be
able to speak again, to communicate. But to see as I
feel we must see, we are
going to have to learn of the
vision that an infant has,
and a mystic, and a poet.
I am surely not a psychologis t or neurologist.
But I have been observing
some rather interesting
phenomena in my infant
daughter. It seems to me
that she, and all other
babies. when they are firstborn and for some time after that, are inundated with
sensorv exolosions which

dren, we forget how to
make, how to recognize
unity, wholeness, resemblances, relationships.
However, there have been
a very few, a very fortunate number of men who
have not forgotten this vision, have not blinded themselves. For lack of anything more clear, we call
them mystics. And from
what I have read, it is
clear that these strange
and lonely S_!!ers, during
their visions, are able to
recognize all creation as
one. They see themselves
linked, webbed, meshed
with the entire universe
and its Creator, bound
wholly in a union their
limited and sensible vision
could never have shown
them. In that moment of
ecstacy they live united
with the lightning, the lawns
the rocks, the moons, the
faces of all humanity, and
the booming, cavernous
bean of God himself, all
still each themselves, with
the seer stilt himself, but
spangled and spun luminously together. He is God.
God is the wind, the wind
is all of us, all of us are
the stars; thunder rumbles
in the eye of a tiger. The

(The following is a revised version of an address
delivered at the Awards
Dinner of Marymount College. May 9. 1967).
Two Prefaces -- "All
things resemble each other.
Take. for example. a beach
extending for as far as the
eye can reach. bordered. on
the one hand. by trees and.
on the other by the sea.
The sky is cloudless and
the sun is red. In what sense
do the objects in this scene
resemble each other?
There is enough green in
the sea to relate it to the
palms. There is enough of
the sky reflected in the
water to create a resemblance. in some sense. between them. The sand is
yellow between the green
and the blue. In shon. the
11 g ht alone c re ate s a
· unity ••• :•
--Wallace Stevens
The Necess~ Angel
This second preface is
personal. Last Sunday I was
driving out to school to put
this speech together. I was
on Military Trail when I
saw across the polo fields
to the west, possibly a mile
away, a gigantic eruption of
black smoke. I could not
resist it, or the call away
from duty. and turned the
car around towards the west
and the smoke. As it turned
out, the blaze was engulfing at least a square mile of
pine and brush bordering
the road to St. Andrews. I
pulled the car onto the
eastern. the safe side of the
s tree t and watched the
blaze for an hour or so,
tramping up and back from
the car. I coughed a great
deal and my eyes stung. But
sometime during that hour I
saw something which enormously staned -- and
pleased me. As I stared
into that small-time inferno
as it leapt from one puny
and helpless tree to the
next. the fire was transformed, in my eyes, transformed into its very opposite: for what I saw was
nothing less than titanic
waves of flame sm,ashing
against the trees; t e fire,
for Just a moment, became
water, and the "shattered
water ' was a-blaze and
smoking. But as quickly as
this in-sight came to me it
was gone. Needless to say,
neither water nor fire will
ever by the same again.
Our prefaces now are
ended.
As I stand here in this
sunlit and man-lit room on
t hi s early evening of
summer, with my glasses
affixed properly and the
1PnAPA r.1 P.Ar. T must still

way, ignoring the advice

we learne<t to see as chil-

soft hand of an ear hears
the sunset of the billion
roses of the sea.
Perhaps someday more
of us wlll live that strange
and exotic vision, but we
will never, never even come
close to it, even a universe
of miles near it. unless we
begin to prepare ourselves
in what small, limited ways
we can. And the poets can
show us the way. Poets. I
suppose, are nearer than
anyone else to the sight of
a mystic. and perhaps they
are more accessible to us.
For what I have been
describing, the kind of
"seeing" that a child begins to attain and what the
mystics attain fully, is what
the poets call metaphor. As
we all know, a metaphor
is a "figure of speech"
which unites two dissimilar objects or ideas; a
metaphor, the poet's major mode of speech, fuses
and joins. A poet will say,
describing his mistress,
"the garden of her face:
And though we could take
that image to mean that
she has a carrot for a nose
and radishes for cheeks,
the poet (most likely)
means something a little
more. He means that the

qualities of bloom. growth.
freshness which a garden
evinces are also to be seen
in her. The garden and
her face, two radically different things are then in
this metaphor shown in
some ways to be the same.
And the world has been
pulled a little more tightly
together.
There seems to be a universal appeal in this mode
of thought; this way of seeing. A handshake, for instance on one level, is a
metaphor; two people are
momentarily Joined. A kiss
is a metaphor. Sexual union
is the grandest metaphor
of them all; in which, at its
infrequent best. it is impossible to speak of two
people become one, but instead one person finally becomes-one. we see it, on
still a different level, when
we welcome a Negro into
our home; we see it in that
tall, green-glassed building on the East River in
New York City; we see it
in all treaties, truces, armistices; we even see it in
that silver ship that soon is
to go gliding silently across
the heavens to unite us with
our moon. as it settles softly on its surface like a kiss.
As people raised in the
Christian tradition. we have
a special command to see
_God as man,0 here, still
among us. We ·must constantly affirm the Resurrection (and downplay the
Ascension, if need be).
Christ has arisen. He is
still with us. But we, like
those travelers on the road
to Emmaus, cannot or will
not see Him, recognize
Him. And we must. But still
we only think he is "above
us," above the "dividing
and indifferent blue.'' I
must learn to see him in my
strange, dreamy uncle; in
my spinster, lame aunt; in
my sad and dark brother;
in my lonely and brave
mother. We must all see
Him in the nigger down the
block, the Jew across the
tracks, the Viet Cong
across the world. You must
see Him in your roommate; or you will never see
Him in your womb.
And most important, you
will never see yourself in
any of them. You will never
see yourself or your God in
them or in the sunset we
all are soon to go out under, or in the lakes we
are to walk by, or the grass
or the trees. You will never
see that we and God and
each other are not cut off,
unrelated. alone. But we
can never hope to see all
this till we open the eyes
of our souls and the ears
of our spirit, and go out
with hope and humble, quiet
joy.

TERESA ROGERS
White Plains, New York

KAREN ANN ROSAMOND
Paramus, New Jersey

"Terry" ••• Liberal Arts Transfer
••• Plans to continue education •••
House Committee••• Mini evervthing
••• Fall •• "Terry, telephone" •••
Mcdonald's •••"OH, cut my hair!"
•• .'~Hold your breath! .....Bridge •••

•• :•cool it... •• "Bridge anyone?"
• • "'H_ow man1, more days left till
vacatt.::m?", •• 'O.K., Honey .. ··
• .Airline Stewardess ••• Choir
••• Planning Committee••• A little
nonsense now and then•••WQAM
oldies. , .those Miami week-endslll •••

SANDRA DOLORES SANCHEZ
Irvington, New Jersey
SHERRY JEAN SABATINO
Locust, New Jersey
Horseback Riding •• .' 'Boy is he
really rich" ••• Hostess Committee
•• .flirt•• .''Did I get anyphone
<rails?" •••the profit •• :'Hi,; ya" •••

"Sandy •••Sandel" •••s.o.s.
• • .Boy in Q.C ••••"Turn on the
light, I'm scared". • • montclairs. ,
Tennis. • •"Me skip Zoology?"
modesty plus •• .''I don't believe it"
•••·watch t her expressions and
lip movements in Bridge•• .' 'Get
me out of HERE" •• .''The Bucket"
•••What nails? •••. "Love
Boogalu" • •fun in the sun ••- •

KATHLEEN M. SANSONE
Manhasset, New York
"Kathie" ••• President of Student
Council•• .Nose drummer •• .''I lost
my I Petrane"of thought.....Alias-Ruth. • .Willowy, the h1,1man clock
••• swell•••crazy ••• Jean Harlow
hairstyles•• .' 'If Frank calls -- tell
him I'm at a meeting" •• "A place
setting will be sufficient; ••"Will you
rub my back?" •••

PATRICIA LYNETTE SEIFERT
North Oaks, Minnesota

MARY ELLEN SEIFERD
Brielle, New Jersey
"Mar••• Mary Lou" ••• Tennis
Team. • .gets around in a teacup
• • .' 'Oh, nol I" •••sits in airpons
from one to five ••• President of
the Athletic Assoc •••calendar of
T .P ••••"I've got to get out of here
--for a grapefruit•••dances around
the tennis court.... Four Seasons•••

ANN THERESA SEITZ
Lawrenceburg, Indiana

"Trish" ••• Mini-mod ••• Artistic•••
veiled in square sunglasses •••
"It's not fit to hanlil:" •••Cleveland
Institute of An•• ~'I \Vas born at the age
two" •••"Quite" •• •"Would a cup of
tea do r,ou an1, good?'· •• ; •Shut-up,
Grace I ' ••• 'There's something
infiltrating the an room." ••• Purple
• • .sophisticated London Lady •••

''Munet" •••Sincere individual•••
s.o.s. • • •• '.Do you have a match?"
••• speedy •• "you know 0 • ~ 'full of
promises, however"• •Smiley •••big ·
blue eyes •••never listens •••
Penn State•••" Jim who?" •••
• 'I'm going to iet married in June
1969 -- but I don t know to whom
yet" •••

MARY LOU SHAHEEN
New York

RITA ANN SHARP
Orlando, Florida

Hand-talk • • • Rubble • ••
little girl look ••• tick-tock
• • • laugh ••• no sheets •••
tricks ••• "Really??" •••
"What do ya mean???" •••
"I dread that" •••

"Reet'\ ••Modern Dance••• needs nc
megaphone•••"I don't believe it."
•••Student Guidance Committee•••
"Keep the noise down" ••• Carl
• ••good personality•••water skiing
• ••organizer••• Riding•••oranges •• ,

... , .

I

MARY ANN SHEEHY
Washington, D.c.

''Mar" .L• .Irish. • ."'Do I look
thinner. ; •••Gleaming blue eyes •••
"I can•t miss another Fedder class!"
••• superstitious •••sun-bathing•••
Devilish (at times) ••• Tennis •••Social
Worker•••sweet••• Swimming. • •
,

'

VIRGINIA MARGARET SHINN
Spring Lake, New Jersey

I

t

.

"Ginny". • .Long golden locks •••
Kindergarden teacher•••dainty
stature. • • SEAM ·• • • .liquid huge
brown eyes ••• Chairman of Social
Committee. • .''Nice". • .two Toms
• • .Soft and sweet as a mid-summer
breeze•••

j
l
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MARILYN SP ALLINO
Akron, Ohio

CHRISTINE DOROTHY STAUFFER
Arlington, Virginia

Go with United ••• "Well now,
let's think this over,. • • •
Marlin • ; • the face •••
speedy- ••• little saint •••
Navy blue skirt ••• the
Bruise ••• the count-down
• • • Lauderdale, the Tiiki •••
Sebring •• _ under the influence •••

"Chris, Bone," ••• Liberal Arts
terminal • • • Plans to travel over
Europe. • .choir. • .Breakthrough
•••s.o.s •••• Modern Dance
Club••• Traumas •• .''You know I'm
unstable. • • • • .Little Kid. • •
Hump. • .11 :30. • : 'I need to Love"
••• Mu!i)tang Sally•••

MICHELE JAMES STEVENS
East Hampton, New York
"Mitch" ••• History major •••
Mushrooms and ladybugs ••• Editor of
''the paper" •••Chairman of
Breakthrough•••Skin diving club. •••
House committee member•••
Swimming teacher•••Switchboard•••
Tigers. • .''Great" ••• Fresca•••
Princeton •• Volkswagon ••••"I
want my mommy" •• .' 'Short Genius"
• • .Giraffes••• Bill Cosby•••
Driµna ••• Chemistry ••• House mother
• • •Supr,er ----••• The last minute
Kid ••• 'I work well under pressure"

CATHERINE LUCILE SULLIVAN
Charlotte, North Carolina
''Sissy". • .Liberal Arts Transfer
• ••more schooling•• Academic Climate
Committee .Riding. • .Leadership•••
"Let's get dressed up!" • • •
House Cleaner of Tomorrow •••
Cynical •••Sincere concern for others •

LENORE MARY THORNTON
Newton, Mass.

SUSAN PIDLLIPS SWARTZBAUGH

Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Lee••• Tan Cutoffs and sweatshirt peak through her
durable trench coat. • .Chairman
of the House Committee. • •
"You tool" ••• Tennis •••
"Count on it" • •• Student
Council. • .''I am a big girl" •••
Horsebacking •• .''You're
a baby and noone likes you". • •
Modern Dance•• .''Lets go
fiddlin" •• .''Real good" •••
Baby talk•••"Did I ever tell
you how cute I was when I was
a baby?"

"Sue". • .House Committee. • •
"Quiet, girls" •••Nursing
student at Duke University in
the Fall. • .''I'm gonna get-chu"
••• Modern Dance Mark-up
Artist. • .lover of few clothes. • •
Siesta••• c heesemakers •••
Tennis. • .Llterical Planning. • •
Canadian Club •••Shilimar•••
"Soft skin on Black Silk". • •
''More'' •••

CHRISTINA RUTLEDGE WHELAN
Chatham, New Jersey
VIRGINIA MARIE WEINSTEIN
Wayne, New Jersey
"Gina" • .'!I stood upon a high place."
Vodka collins)•• .' 'Hi Room" ••

'' AllvelllGina.,. • Subp,r• • "Oh I
have so much to doll ••• .Dance•••
Dance•• .Dance•• :• Full of love and
life I••• George Washington University

.. .

TIN A. •• Leader of the
Marymount Supremes•••
House Mother 'The' action of
Delta-Gamma Wing•••Boca
Raton is the home of Tina's
Tarry •••crazy Kay •••mantailored shirts ••• Charles
Chuckles. • .swimming star••
fantastic dancer•• .Donald Duck
· ••• Merrymount· CaJI!P
Counselor,
.
.. ••
'Ready'?? Go' I•••Everybody
goes for Tina in a unanimous way••

